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It is shown that there exists, in the field theory of gravitation,
ontrary to the General Theory of Relativity (GTR), a bound for ad-
missible time slowing down by the gravitational field whih exludes a
possibility of unbounded ompression of matter by the gravity fores.
In the Relativisti Theory of Gravitation (RTG) gravitational field is
onsidered as a physial field in the spirit of FaradayMaxwell evolving in
the Minkowski spae. In suh an approah the onserved energy-momentum
tensor of matter and gravitational field is a soure of the field [1,2℄, just as,
in eletrodynamis, the onserved eletri urrent is a soure of eletromag-
neti field. Suh a universal soure of gravitational field leads to an effetive
Riemannian spae of simple topology. Beause the gravitational field, as all
other physial fields, evolves in the Minkowski spae, the fundamental on-
servation laws of energy-momentum and angular momentum take plae in
the RTG, ontrary to the GTR. This means that speial priniple of relativity
holds rigorously for all physial fields inluding the gravitational one.
All these properties of the RTG distinguish it in essene from the GTR
and lead to a different system of gravitational equations. There are, however,
ommon features, e.g., that the gravitational field is tensorial. In this paper
we will show, taking as an example an exat solution to the GTR equations,
how physial onsequenes of the RTG and GTR differ in the strong gravi-
tational field.
In the GTR the HilbertEinstein equations for the spherially symmetri
stati problem, defined by the interval
ds2 = c2U(W )dt2 − V (W )dW 2 −W 2(dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2) , (1)
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and the equation of state for a gas of relativisti partiles
p(W ) =
c2
3
ρ(W ) , (2)
have anexat solution of the form
ρ(W ) =
a
W 2
, a =
3
7κ
, κ =
8piG
c2
, (3)
where G is the gravitational onstant.
From the matter equation,
1
c2
dp
dW
= −
(
ρ+
p
c2
) 1
2U
dU
dW
, (4)
we find, making use of (2) and (3),
ρU2 = α , (5)
here α is an integration onstant.
Substituting (3) into (5) we obtain the expression for the metri oeffiient
U defining the time slowing down
U =
√
α
a
W . (6)
It is evident thereof that when W approahes the enter the funtion U
dereases, and an unbounded time slowing down ours up to its stop in
the enter, where U disappears. This means that there does not exist, in
the GTR, a bound for an admissible time slowing down by the gravitational
field. In this ase the pressure, aording to (2) and (3), goes to infinity when
approahing the enter as
p
c2
=
a
3W 2
. (7)
Sine the pressure p is salar, this singularity at the enter annot be eliminat-
ed by the hoie of oordinates. This is also diretly seen from the invariant
RµνR
µν = 3
( 2
7
)2 1
W 4
,
whih also goes to infinity, when approahing the enter.
Thus, if the matter inside a body obeys to the equation of state (2), then,
aording to the GTR, the pressure and the density, defined by expressions
(3) and (7), beome infinite at the enter of the body. It means that aording
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to equations of the GTR the fores of gravitational ompression are unbo-
undedly strong. All this is a onsequene of the main ause: the absene in
the GTR of a bound for admissible time slowing down by gravitational field.
The absene of suh a bound essentially ontradits to the very essene of
the GTR. For the given problem with density (3) the ball radius R is related
to the mass onfined inside the ball as follows
R =
7
3
Wg, Wg =
2GM
c2
is the Shwarzshild radius.
Nevertheless, though the ball radius exeeds, in this ase, the Shwarzshild
radius, the pressure and the density in the enter of the ball, ahieve an
infinite value.
In the Relativisti Theory of Gravitation the equations of the gravita-
tional field for the interval (1) have the form
′
Z −
2Z
U
′
U − 2
Z
W
−
m2W 3
2
(
1−
U
V
r´2
)
= −κW 3
(
ρ+
p
c2
)
U , (8)
1−
1
2
1
UW
′
Z +
m2
2
(W 2 − r2) =
1
2
κW 2
(
ρ−
p
c2
)
, (9)
where Z =
UW 2
V
. (10)
Equations (8) and (9) under assumption that
m2(W 2 − r2)≪ 1,
U
V
≪ 1 (11)
an be somewhat simplified and, for the equation of state (2), take the form
−U
′
Z + 2U2W =
2
3
καW 3 , (12)
U
′
Z − 2Z
′
U −
2ZU
W
−
m2
2
UW 3 = −
4
3
καW 3 . (13)
These equations do not hange under the multipliative transformations
U → tU, Z → tZ, m2 → tm2, α→ t2α . (14)
With terms of the order of βW 2 negleted equations (12) and (13) have the
solution
U = β +
√
α
a
W , (15)
3
Z = W 2
(
β +
4
7
√
α
a
W
)
. (16)
The onstant β is non-zero and, due to multipliative transformations (14),
is proportional to the gravitation rest mass squared.
That is the quantity β that defines the bound for the admissible slowing
down of time by a gravitational field. In the GTR this quantity is equal
to zero, and this fat leads to an unbounded slowing down of time up to
its stop, as well as to the infinite values of density and pressure, and even
to suh non-physial objets as blak holes. Aording to the RTG suh
mysti objets are absent from Nature.
Comparing (10) and (16) we find for the seond metri oeffiient V the
expression
V =
β +
√
α
a
W
β +
4
7
√
α
a
W
. (17)
Taking into aounts (15) and (17) we find
U
V
= β +
4
7
√
α
a
W .
Due to smallness of the gravity β, whih is proportional tom2, this expression
for small values ofW is small enough in ompare with unity and this justifies
approximation (11).
Making use of (15) in (5) we find for the density of matter, ρ, the expres-
sion
ρ =
α(
β +
√
α
a
W
)2 (18)
It is evident thereof that the density of matter, ρ, defined by expression
(18), and the pressure of matter, aording to formula (2) are bounded due
to the bound of the admissible slowing down of time, β. So, in ontrast with
the GTR, the fores of gravitational ompression are always finite in the
RTG. It means that the gravitational field, slowing down the run of time,
annot stop it, what is quite natural from physial standpoint. It follows
from the above analysis, as well as from the analysis of the exat internal
Shwarzshild solution made in [8℄, that physial gravitational field in the
RGT has a property to stop the proess of gravitational ompression due to
the bound of the admissible time slowing down by gravitational field. We all
4
suh a phenomena that follows from a physial property of gravitational field
to restrit itself as gravitational selfstop. So, an unbounded gravitational
ompression of matter takes plae in the GTR; gravitational ompression of
matter in the RTG always bounded and the gravitational selfstop takes plae.
This makes the differene between the physial onsequenes of the GTR
and the RTG. Suh a differene leads to essential hanges both in the Uni-
verse evolution [4℄ and in the proess of ollapse [5℄.
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